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The Moon Angels of Sexual
Attraction
Angels of ‘E-N-Ch-E-D-E'
6th Day of Lunar Cycle

Beloved,

Being immortal, the sons and daughters of

divine being have experienced
many lifetimes in many forms and
circumstances.
It is time now that mastery of time,
and space,
blossoms,
so that wisdom gained through many lifetimes
is easily remembered.
We inspire clarity of emotions that are divine,
so that only the highest good of all concerned
happens,
on all levels of density.
This includes the physical, the emotional, the
mental, and
the spiritual levels of awareness.
The original divine blueprints
of sacred courtship,
sacred friendship,
and sacred divine love and marriage,
are holy,

outpicturing divine will
for the highest good of all,
for we are all one, we are whole,
in essence.
These are blueprints of the highest good of all
concerned,
that attract
into manifestation
flowing joys and sacred happiness.
"For I have not given you the spirit of fear,
but of joy,
and life everlasting."

Will is electric.
Emotions are magnetic.
Emotions contain compressed information,
like zip files.
They attract corresponding realities into
manifestation out of the quantum field
of infinite possibilities.
Flowing tangible feelings of divine happiness
attract blessings to all.

We help each man and woman discover the kingdom of heaven
within,
and walk the path of manifest true divinity,
so that relationships are governed by clear inner guidance
and beautiful feelings,
that are the highest good of all.

When the children of God call on us,

we inspire divine flowing tangible sacred feelings in the body that
purify sexual energy,
so that sexual energy is a preserver

as well as a giver of life.

Beautiful desires, visual images, and ideas in meditation,
which are the electric creative masculine power,
create beautiful emotional states that are tangible feelings and
sensations,
the flowing magnetic feminine power.

A man radiates masculine powers of divine desires, imagination,
and ideas to bless the emotional and sensual realms of reality
that are the feminine polarity.
As the feminine magnetic energy is blessed
spiritually, creatively, emotionally, and physically,
hearts open
and
glands throughout the body temples of both partners
release powerful anti aging
and health strengthening chemicals.

We illumine the mysteries of polarity.
Just as the inbreath becomes the outbreath,
so does the outbreath become the inbreath.

We inspire men with clarity of omnipotence, omniscience,
and omnipresence,

so that a man does not alter polarities by seeking to receive
divine pleasure from a woman,
but rather to give divine pleasure, staying in his masculine
polarity of electricity, or giving.
He discovers that with the giving automatically comes the
receiving.
A woman receiving pleasure on all levels from a man goes into
bliss,
and this bliss is reflected back to the man on all levels
automatically.
We inspire clarity of divine emotions and sensations of
women, so that a woman receives from a man,
in her feminine polarity of magnetism, or receiving.
She discovers that with the receiving automatically comes the
giving.
A man who is bringing his mate into divine bliss on all levels

receives the sacred rapture of her soul on all levels,
and his bliss is ignited automatically on all levels.

Properly opened,
healed,
and directed
divine sexual tangible feelings and emotions
open and expand gateways to Cosmic Consciousness.

Tangible feelings are compressed information that determine which
realities manifest
on the physical plane out of the infinite possible realities in the
quantum field.

That is why sexual attraction must co-ordinate bliss on all seven
levels
of awareness to manifest heaven on earth.

Chackras, like spinning flowers, open as sexual
energy
courses up and down the spine,
enlivening everything along the way.
That is why sexual energy is so precious when
properly directed,
as these spinning vortexes of energy along the

spine
are living scriptures of divine consciousness.
These chackras are activated by the beautiful sexual emotions
which trigger glandular secretions from all seven chackra centers,
so that physical, emotional, creative, and spiritual ecstasies occur.

We inspire teachings of sexual ecstasy,

how the masculine power gives to the feminine in four ways:
physically, emotionally, creatively,
and through willpower and intention
These four ways of the masculine are the crown for willpower,
or guru essence,
the throat for creativity, or magician essence,
the navel for emotions, or the lover essence,
and the bottom chackra for physical touch and security, which
is the divine warrior essence.

We teach how the divine feminine receives, loves, and sees in
divine union.
These three ways are the second chackra of relationship,
the heart, which is the generator of plasma or life force,
and the third eye, which is wisdom.

Because the heart has an energy torus field 5000 times
stronger than the brain,
when a man is truly loved by a woman,
who is fulfilled by his warrior, guru, lover, and magician
selves,
her love empowers them both.
A powerful scalar wave is then produced that can alter the
fate of the entire unified field.

Supreme happiness is necessary to creation for cohesion.

Sexual and relationship energy of all kinds must produce
happiness on all levels of awareness for all involved .

All parts of the human body temple are important and designed for divine alchemy to
work properly, so

we teach the purpose of hair, including facial hair on men, and foreskins, and every
aspect of physical creation.
*

Whenever a child of God wishes to arouse emotions of Divine
sexual attraction for the purpose of supreme happiness and
the highest good of all, we respond
bringing clarity and and perfect purity, removing all obscurity.

Divine Flowing emotions of divine sexual ecstasy are transmitted
throughout
the Unified Field by the heavenly hosts of ‘E-N-Ch-E-D-E'.

During the 6th day of each moon cycle, flowing emotions of sexual
kundalini,
or life force, is heightened and protected and blessed throughout
all kingdoms of life.

Propagation, maturity, and decay
of life unfolds according to perfect rhythms and cycles.

We help the development of sacred and harmonious love,
sympathy, popularity, and sexual attractiveness.

We give instructions on infusing flowing emotions of
sexual attraction into jewelry, such as rings of endearment.

We instruct on the differences between man and woman,
and how the arousing of sexual energy occurs differently
within each one.

We inspire the sons of God to focus mastery of will,
to visualize and understand divine beauty and perfection on
every level of awareness,
to delight the divine feminine sensually and emotionally,
and in so doing, create for both the greatest rapture.

As a woman's physical, emotional, creative and spiritual being
is blessed by the masculine electric energy,
so in turn does she produce plasma in her heart of love,
and nurture realities that are being created by the masculine
energy,
and behold the divine masculine in awe.

Emotions are the language of the quantum field, and
determine the outcome of timelines.
By infusing sexual energy with emotions of supreme
happiness,
oneness with all, clarity and perfect purity that removes all
obscurity,
joy of creating new realities of love, the quantum field is
blessed with harmony.

Divine sexual flowing emotions create supreme happiness in each

individual
as well as in the relationship, and blesses all life.

It is wise to direct sexual emotions with intention of The Law of
One,
so that kundalini flows upwards along
the spine to invigorate and balance all the glandular centers,
and their corresponding stages of consciousness and emotions.

The Law of One
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I am one with all there is,
I ask that only the highest good of all concerned happen.
I give thanks that this is done.
So be it.
So it is.

When the children of God call on us, we inspire flowing emotions
that
purify sexual energy to engage and connect all levels of awareness
in both partners

and is a preserver as well as a giver of life.

The magnetism of sexual emotions used in this way anchors
ecstasy and bliss to Earth, and attract conditions of
health, success, and happiness for all life.

On the sixth day of each 28-Day Moon Cycle we flood the Earth

with emotions of sexual attraction in a way that leads
to happiness and the spiritualization of emotion.

By meditating on the divine virtues associated with the letters of our name,
and calling on our help, the following is gained:

E-N-Ch-E-D-E

E
The Omnipresence of Divine Consciousness on all levels and in all
beings
---------

N
supports the manifestation of supreme happiness,
delight, satisfaction, and bliss
---------

Ch
and clarity
---------

E
in and between all beings.
---------

D
The creation of spiritual states of consciousness
---------

E
for the happiness of all beings, is our intent.'
---------

*** ECSTASY ***

Feel free to share.

*Names, phrases, or sections, in Italics or single quotation marks are quoted
or paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon, [The Practice of Magical
Evocation ISBN 3-921338-02-6 and The Key to the True Quaballah, ISBN
3-921338-13-4]. Publisher is Dieter Ruggeberg, Wuppertal/ W. Germany.
These books have detailed information on the meanings of the letters on all
four levels of will, mind, feeling, and form, and all of the beings of the zodiac.

Together we are One,
Sharing love and light in ever-expanding
Harmonic Waves of Pure Being
.
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LANGUAGE OF COSMIC LOVE, A - Z
Love Brightens the Day, Love Lights the Way

